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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the edelkrone SliderPLUS PRO XLarge (25.1") 80835,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Camera Sliders edelkrone.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the edelkrone SliderPLUS PRO XLarge (25.1") 80835

        The user manual for the edelkrone SliderPLUS PRO XLarge (25.1") 80835 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Professional Video  -  Tripods, Supports & Rigs  -  Camera Sliders.
        


        The SliderPLUS PRO XLarge from edelkrone uses the same unique tracking mechanism found in the SliderPLUS V2, which allows the rails of the slider to move with the camera when mounted on a tripod. This gives the slider 34.8" of sliding range in a unit that is only 25.1" long. Featuring a stronger structure that the SliderPLUS V2, the PRO XLarge can support higher load capacities up to 22 lb pounds, for use with professional camera setups. Its compact size makes it ideal for travel, as it takes of up less room in your camera bag than other sliders with a similar sliding range.
 
 The tracking system works by having two thin bands that are connected to each side of the mounting plate and base plate. When placed on a flat surface, the base plate travels in the opposite direction of the mounting plate. This yields results similar to traditional sliders. To take advantage of the design, the SliderPLUS PRO needs to be mounted to a tripod. When mounted on a tripod, the movement of the base plate is restricted, causing the rails to move through the base plate in the same direction as the mounting plate. This uses the length of the rails twice, doubling the sliding range.
 
 With traditional sliders, you're often limited to the amount of dolly in/out you can do, because the slider itself usually will end up in the shot eventually. With the SliderPLUS PRO, the rails are also retracting backwards with the camera, allowing for longer dolly in/out shots. A lock mechanism can be engaged to keep the slider from moving if the tripod becomes unlevel. When locked, you can safely move your setup around without having to remove your components from the slider.
 
 The slider provides a 3/8" threaded hole at the bottom of the base plate for attaching to tripods, and provides a retractable 3/8" screw for mounting a flat base tripod head to the mounting plate.        
      
	        
        If you own a edelkrone camera sliders and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the edelkrone SliderPLUS PRO XLarge (25.1") 80835 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the edelkrone SliderPLUS PRO XLarge (25.1") 80835:
 	 Materials 	 Temperature treated aluminum rods
 Steel ball bearings
 CNC machined aluminum parts 
	 Mechanism Type 	 Non-friction ball bearing
 Tracking system 
	 Capacity 	 22 lb (10 kg) 
	 Mounting Interface 	 3/8" 
	 Sliding Range 	 On ground: 17.7 (45 cm)
 On tripod: 34.8" (88 cm) 
	 Suggested Tripod Leg Distance 	 47" (120 cm) or more between the points that the tripod legs contact the ground 
	 Dimensions (HxWxD) 	 25.1 x 3.6 x 2.5" (63.7 x 9.2 x 6.4 cm) 
	 Weight 	 5.02 lb (2.28 kg) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 8.8 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 28.898 x 7.559 x 4.409" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the edelkrone SliderPLUS PRO XLarge (25.1") 80835 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new camera sliders, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other edelkrone users keep a unique electronic library
        for edelkrone camera sliderss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the edelkrone SliderPLUS PRO XLarge (25.1") 80835.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the edelkrone SliderPLUS PRO XLarge (25.1") 80835, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the camera sliders.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from edelkrone service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the edelkrone SliderPLUS PRO XLarge (25.1") 80835. User manuals are also
        available on the edelkrone website under Professional Video  -  Tripods, Supports & Rigs  -  Camera Sliders.

      






      
      
      
      Question and answer discussion forum concerning user instructions and resolving problems with the edelkrone SliderPLUS PRO XLarge (25.1") 80835 - no comments have been made yet - be the first to add a comment 

Post new comment/question/response regarding the edelkrone SliderPLUS PRO XLarge (25.1") 80835      

            
        
      
      
        	Fields marked with  * must be filled out.
	Your name *:	
	E-mail :	
	Subject *:	
	Message text *:	
	Enter the code *:
            
(spam block)	"manual" 
	
              If you would like to receive a response to your comment, don’t forget to include your e-mail address.
              Your e-mail will not be displayed or otherwise used in any way.
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	Current discussions
	
Most recently discussed products:

tamron TC - Tamron 1.4x SP Pro Teleconverter for Nikon AF AF14PN-700
Posted by: john
2024-03-18 23:54:19

tamron TC manual...
 Leupold VX -1 3-9x40mm - Leupold  VX-1 3-9x40 Riflescope 113874
Posted by: Ross G Sadler
2024-03-18 03:32:18

Please email me the instruction manual for the above scope either as a pdf attachment or as a doc attachment so I can download the document directly without installing an app or any other program. Thank you....
mr - Soundcraft Technical Manual for the MH2 ZM0325-01
Posted by: elvin
2024-03-16 11:53:59

i need it...
Power - TP-Link  AC750 Wi-Fi Range Extender RE200
Posted by: Tim
2024-03-16 11:01:07

Can I plug this thing into a 220v outlet in the philippines?...
Connecting to an Android or Windows computer - Koss  BTS1 Portable Bluetooth Speaker 187155
Posted by: Paula Turzy
2024-03-14 19:26:52

Does this speaker only connect to iPhones?  I cannot connect via bluetooth to an Android phone or a windows computer. I can connect other devices to those 2 with no problem.  Just not the Koss BTS1 speaker....
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